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Executive Summary
NC-FBMIC had suspicion of increase in insurance fraud cases in the late 2000’s. Manager Jill Smith had been 

involved in several cases in which claimants had won their claims under dubious circumstances. She had 

access to Fraud Investigation agency which gave her access to extra information and understanding of the 

process. She was going through the article in the Harvard Business review about the new crew of “Data 

Scientists” and remembered meeting Charles. She then approached him asked him to select the data from 

past few years and see if he could develop a process where they could predict when the fraud might happen.

Charles assessed the data which was provided to him. He then used the document management system of 

NC-FBMIC for it’s electronic claim records. He was looking for cases where he could make sure that there 

were bigger claims being paid and were they and lawyers being sued for all such claims. So he made sure 

that claims which he retrieved had recorded amounts. He tried going through the 20,000 cases using the 

keywords “Attorney” & “Lawyer” and see if he could find a lawyer or group of lawyers involved in such claims. 

When he saw any and he would go through the Lead lawyer and recorded that in his dataset. After days of 

going through the data he put up 20,153 records for analysis.

Using visualization we have come across lot of interesting facts. We observed that the number of fraud cases 

are actually on a rise. We have plotted different charts and found that newly insured claimants commit more 

fraud than existing customers, Claims submitted for past five years are fraud if there are no prior claims 

associated with it. Also, we observed that teens are more likely to commit fraud compared to other age 

groups whereas claimants under eighties and nineties have zero probability to commit fraud. Finally using 

quality and process chart we found that Fraud rate is increasing when claimants use at least one Attorney.

We used Logistic Regression and Decision Tree to build model to predict the outcome (Fraud/Not Fraud). 

Both models concluded that Attorney, Gender, Credit score and total monthly income strongly predict 

outcome variable. We have compared results from both models and concluded that Logistic Regression not 

only predict fraud cases accurately but also minimized.

When it comes to picking lawyers we observed Individuals who have made prior claims up to one would pick 

Attorneys Lawyer One and others. If they have two prior claims made, they prefer Lawyer team. The most 

interesting of all, if the claimant had prior claims of more than 3, Smith, Gold and Jones are the Attorneys 

of choice. Looks like these guys are some experts when it comes to dealing with complex cases. We also 

found that people who do not have insurance have committed the fraud. Another factor which affects is the 

credit score. Depending on the credit score the specific lawyer was approached. Henceforth we can collect 

evidence against these lawyers who have been helping these people.
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Data Cleansing
1. We have identified  2 outliers, one in claimAMT(19000000) which has been excluded before  starting 

model. 

2. Outlier on Credit score(999) is ignored because both are Not Fraud  claims.

3. We have partitioned Data into Training and Validation data sets. We will use Training data to build the 

model and Validation data to evaluate the model. 60% of the data is training data and remaining 40% of 

the data is validation data.

Data Visualizations

Visualization 1: Pie chart (Outcome vs newly insured)

It is observed from the pie chart that Fraud percentage in newly insured (53.7%) is more compared to fraud 

percentage to the people who are not newly insured (46.3%). This shows that newly insured people are more 

susceptible to make a fraud.
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Visualization 2: Bar Chart (Outcome vs Prior Claims)

Visualization 3: Histogram (Age vs Outcome)

It is observed from the bar chart that fraudulent claims are high if there are no prior claims as we see that 

there were 1375 fraudulent claims when the prior claims were 0.

It is observed from the Histogram that, Teens and people in their twenties and thirties and also people in 

sixties and seventies are more likely to commit fraud as the numbers in the graph say.
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Visualization 4: Pareto Plot (Outcome vs Attorney)

Visualization 5: Box plot Outliers (Credit Score & Claim Amount)

It is observed from the graph that Fraud rate is increasing when people are likely to use one lawyer or a 

Lawyer Team.

Also, for all the claims which are not Fraud they had no attorney or has one lawyer.

For the outlier on the credit score, it is observed that the outlier has a credit score 999 which is unusual.

For the outlier on the ClaimAMT, it is observed that the outlier has a huge claim amount 19000000$ which is 

very unusual and hence we excluded that record from our analysis.
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Logistic Regression
Dependent Variable : Outcome (Fraud/NonFraud)

Independent Variables :

1. Age 2. ClaimAMT

3. ticketsLast3yrs 4. Prior Claims

5. Attorney 6. Gender

7. Credit Score 8.Newly insured

9. Total Monthly income 10.Year

Whole Model Test :
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H0 : The coefficients of the regression equation = 0

Ha : Atleast one of the coefficients of the regression equation ≠ 0

• It is observed from the Test that P value for the whole model is less than alpha and the model is significant. Hence, we are 
rejecting the null hypothesis i.e at least one of the coef-ficients of the regression equation is not equal to zero. 

• From Effect Likelihood ratio tests we can see that variables Age, Tickets last 3 years, Newly Insured, and Year have 
P-Values greater than Alpha whereas ClaimAMT, Attorney, Gender, Credit score and Totally Monthly Income have 
P-values less than Alpha. 

• We have deleted the insignificant variables with the highest p value and ran the logistic re-gression with all significant 
variables. We have identified ClaimAMT as insignificant varia-ble here. 

• Our final LR model has Outcome as dependent variable and Attorney, gender, Credit score and total monthly income as 
independent variables.

H0 : The coefficients of the regression equation = 0

Ha : Atleast one of the coefficients of the regression equation ≠ 0

• The p value for the whole model equals to 0.0001, which 
is significantly smaller than alpha (0.05). Hence all these 
four independent variables are good predictors for the 
outcome and at least one of the coefficients have non-zero 
value. 

• The R square value for this model is 0.1445, which means 
that the model explains 14.45% of the variation in the 
“outcome (Fraud or Not Fraud)” and Misclassification rate 
is only 0.0935. 

• From Lack of Fit it is observed that the Prob > ChiSq 
equals to 1, which means we don’t have to add more cross 
effects.

• Finally, P-Values from the effect likelihood ratio tests 
suggest Attorney, Gender, Credit score, total monthly 
income are smaller than alpha, thus they all significantly 
affect our outcome.

• Based on the above regression result, we believe that we 
find a good prediction model. The equation for the Logit 
is:

Logistic Regression and Output interpretation for significant variables :
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We have come up with some useful conclusions 

based on the unit odds ratio,
• If Total monthly Income increases by one dollar, 
the customers are 0.9999 times more likely to be fraud than 
those customers with lower total monthly income. Total 
Monthly Income is a very important factor the management 
should check when they plan to decrease the fraud rate. 

• If the credit score increases by 1, the customer are 
0.99 times more likely to be fraud than those customers with 
lower credit scores. That means the higher the credit score, 
the less likely the customers will commit fraud. 

• Comparing with male and female, we can see 
that female is 1.11 times more likely than male to commit 
fraud. Hence management to pay more attention on female 
customers than on male customers. 

• Comparing among different attorney, we can see 
that if customers are using lawyer team, then they are more 
likely to commit fraud comparing with only one attorney 
or none. Customers who use lawyer team are 138.14 times 

more likely to commit fraud than customers with no attorney. 

• Furthermore, when we compare individual attorney, we can find that customers choosing Gold as their attorney is 18.26 
more likely to commit fraud than customers choosing Smith. Pretty much the same when we compare the odds ratio 
for Gold and Lawyer one, and Gold with no lawyer. Thus, if the new customers are with attorney Gold, the management 
should be clear that they are more likely commit fraud.

Unit and Range Odds Ratios Interpretation

Confusion Matrix for training set and Validation set:
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With 0.5 probability cutoff, we analyze confusion matrix for both training set and validation set.
• For Training set, we can find its explanatory accuracy power. For example, the overall accuracy equals to 90.69%. The 

sensitivity for training set is 89.09 and the specificity is 90.71%. 
• For Validation set, we can see that its predictive accuracy is 90.59%. The sensitivity for validation set is 85.25 and the 

specificity is 90.70% 

Interpretation from Prediction Profiler:

• We can see from the prediction profiler, as Total Monthly Income and Credit Score increase, the probability of fraud will 
decrease. 

• Female customers are more likely to commit fraud.
• The probability of fraud varies with attorney. 

Recommendations :
• Using Logistic Regression model we found out that independent variables “attorney”, “gender”, “credit score” and “total 

monthly income” can predict outcome variable.
• Female customers are more likely to commit fraud than male customers.
• Customers with a lawyer team are more likely to commit fraud than customers with just one lawyer or no lawyers.
• Customers who have a lower income and credit scores are more likely to commit fraud.
• To sum up, the management can classify the existing customers according to these four identifica-tions and target 

at those people who have a larger rate of fraud. For future business consideration, they can also refuse the potential 
customers with higher possibility of committing fraud to de-crease the fraud rate.
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Dependent variable: Outcome (Fraud/Non Fraud)

Independent variables : Age, Claim amount, Ticket last 3 years, Prior claims, Attorney, Gender, Credit score, 

Newly issued, Total monthly income, Year.

Decision Tree

Decision Tree :

• The R square value for training data is 0.216 that means 
21.6% of outcome in training data is explained by the 
independent variables after 9 splits.

• Similarly 20.6% of outcome in validation data is 
explained by the independent variables after 9 splits.

Split History:

• From the above fig we can see that the validation decreases after the 9th split.
• The split history is a graph that shows the number of splits against the corresponding Rsquare value. This could be used 

as a reference to find the point when further splitting is to be stopped. The split history generated from our DT.
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Attorney, credit score and total monthly income are the three important variables in identifying the outcome 

(Fraud/not Fraud).

Column Contributions:

From the Leaf Report we can observe that:
• Claimants with credit score greater than or equal to 345 or missing and whose total monthly income is less than 10,295 

and who has lawyer team as attorney have 99.58% probability in committing fraud.
• Claimants with credit score greater than or equal to 345 or missing value and whose total monthly income is less than 

$10,295 and who has Jones as attorney has 53.29% probability in committing fraud.
• Female Claimants whose credit score greater than 345 or missing and attorney as Lawyer One have very low probability 

in committing fraud.
• Male Claimants whose credit score greater than 345 or missing and attorney as Smith, Lawyer One, none or jones and 

who are newly insured have very low probability in committing fraud.

Leaf Report:
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Confusion matrices Interpretation for Training and Validation Data Set:

Confusion Matrix
• The explanatory power of Training data is (441+10697)/(441+848+105+10697) = 92.11%
• The explanatory power of Validation data is (281+7131)/(281+587+62+7131) = 91.94%. 

Recommendations from Decision Tree:
• The decision tree model developed by us has an accuracy rate of 91.94% and hence could be used to make a decision 

whether to issue a policy or not to a customer.
• These are the recommendations from our decision tree:

 » Fraud investigation team of NC-FBMIC should concentrate more on the customers with credit score greater than or 
equal to 345 or missing and whose total monthly income is less than 10,295 and who has lawyer team as attorney.

 » NC-FBMIC can trust the female Claimants whose credit score greater than 345 or missing and attor-ney as Lawyer 
One and also the newly insured  male Claimants whose credit score greater than 345 or missing and attorney as 
Smith, Lawyer One, none or jones.
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Confusion Matrix for different( 0.25 & 0.75) prob cutoffs for LR

Contingency tables:
• We set up three confusion matrixes for training group and validation group for cutoffs equal to 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 and 

compare the result for three validation sets. 
• As you can see from the three validation graphs above, the misclassification for 

0.25 probability = 0.0865 
0.5 probability = 0.08913 
0.75 Probability = 0.08918

• Also, as the cutoff decreases, the false negative is increased from 819 to 1096 and then to 1101. 
• We can see that the miss classification rate for 0.25 probability is less and False negative is less than other probabilities.

Hence we can say that 0.25 probability in Decision tree is the best model.
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Confusion Matrix for different( 0.25 & 0.75) prob cutoffs for DT

Contingency tables:
• We set up three confusion matrixes for training group and validation group for cutoffs equal to 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 and 

compare the result for three validation sets. 
• As you can see from the three validation graphs above, the misclassification for 

0.25 probability = 0.08826 
0.5 probability = 0.08947 
0.75 Probability = 0.08934

• Also, as the cutoff decreases, the false negative is increased from 835 to 848 and then to 1114. 
• We can see that the miss classification rate for 0.25 probability is less and False negative is less than other probabilities.

Hence we can say that 0.25 probability in Decision tree is the best model.
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Model Comparision and Selecting BestModel:

Model TP TN FP FN Missclassification Rate Sensitivity Specificity

Logistic Reg

Prob = 0.25 465 10407 329 819 0.0865 0.362 0.969

Prob = 0.5 188 10713 23 1096 0.08913 0.146 0.9978

Prob = 0.75 183 10720 16 1101 0.08918 0.142 0.9985

Decision Tree

Prob = 0.25 454 10671 131 835 0.08826 0.352 0.9878

Prob = 0.5 441 10697 105 848 0.08947 0.342 0.9902

Prob = 0.75 15 10802 10 1114 0.08934 0.011 0.9990

LR and DT model comparison
• From the above table we conclude that LR model is best model with probability is 0.25 for predicting Fraudulent claims 

because of high True Positive (465) and low False Negative(819) and low misclassification rate which is 8.65%.

Recommendations:
In order to order to curb the fraudulent cases we suggest the following suggestions: 

• Claimants with Credit score greater than or equal to 345 and who use either Lawyer team as Attorney and whose Total 
Monthly Income is greater than 10,295 have high probability in committing fraud.

• Claimants with Credit score less than 345 have 99% probability in committing fraud. Hence we recommend NC-FBMIC 
to investigate and challenge the validity of claim and ask claim-ants for more documentation before issuing the auto 
insurance.

• Male claimants with credit score greater than or equal to 345 and attorney as none have less probability in committing 
fraud. Hence no further documentation is required for these claimants.

• We need to monitor more closely the income group of $1000-$10,000 and make sure all the paperwork is properly 
scrutinized.

• The bank need to be more careful with the customers having low credit score and need to be careful while filing for their 
claims.

• As we know that Gold, Smith and Jones are helping the customers with low credit score, it is compulsory that next time 
for the court hearing, the company should go in with better lawyers and strong evidence.
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